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Have You Heard?
IT'S GOOD TO HEAR FROM HES OF BUFFALO
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HES LAUNCHES VIRTUAL APPOINTMENT CARE

A safe, convenient, and easy way to maintain your hearing health!
COVID-19 forced many organizations to rethink, and at times, reinvent how they provide service and
care.

Hearing Evaluation Services of Buffalo is no different.

Although we already had extensive

sanitation protocols in place, we had to take things a step further to make sure we continued to take
care of our patients' needs in the safest way possible.

Coming up with creative solutions is what lead to the development and official launch of our new
Telehealth / Virtual Appointment option!

Telehealth is available for both new and current patients, hearing aid users, and those exploring their
options. We can accommodate a variety of different types of appointments with our easy-to-use
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telehealth platform.
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Continued on Page 2

Virtual Office Continued
How it works
When a patient has a telehealth appointment, all they need is a computer,
smartphone, or tablet as well as earbuds or headphones. No special
equipment is necessary.

In addition to general telehealth appointments, many hearing aid models are
equipped with technology that allows your audiologist to provide follow-up
care and program adjustment without a trip to the office. If you currently
have hearing aids, ask your audiologist if this is an option for you!
Another major advantage of this new program is the increase in our ability to provide continued care for
our "snowbird" patients or patients that might be traveling in general and may encounter an issue. You no
longer have to delay your care until your return. We are here to help.

You can learn more about this program on our website, hesofbuffalo.org/virtual-care.

HES Celebrates 40th Year
It's Good to Hear - for 40 years!

Last month, Hearing Evaluation Services of Buffalo hit a milestone
by celebrating its 40th year as an organization.

HES was founded in 1981 by Audiologist, Tom White, shortly after
the America Speech-Language and Hearing Association granted
audiologists the ability to dispense hearing aids.

HES established an important professional model of leading with a
counseling, non-commissioned approach in order to truly fit the
patient with the best hearing aid based on their needs - vs.
pushing a "sale."

Over the years, HES has dramatically expanded the range of
audiological services to include tinnitus management, ototoxic
management, cochlear implants, as well as an extensive dizziness
and balance program in partnership with DENT Neurologic
Institute.
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MAY IS BETTER HEARING MONTH
COVID-19 forced many of the estimated 37.5 million
Americans with hearing loss to face their hearing challenges.
Often, people compensate for hearing loss by reading lips,
and therefore may not realize or acknowledge that they have
a hearing loss. Since COVID and the wearing of masks, the
number of Americans seeking audiological care has
dramatically increased.
Research has shown that even a mild untreated hearing loss can double the risk of dementia, triple
the risk of falling, and have other unexpected health implications. In children, untreated hearing loss
can seriously affect their social, emotional, and academic development.

GOALS FOR BETTER HEARING MONTH
Increase awareness about the importance of addressing hearing loss.

Increase the number of people having their hearing checked - especially if it's for the
first time!
Reduce any stigma that may delay or prevent someone from getting the proper
treatment for their hearing health.

Share stories of success from those who dramatically improved their quality of life as a
result of better hearing.

GIVE THE GIFT OF HEARING PROTECTION
HEARING PROTECTION NOW AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE ONLINE!
In celebration of "Better Hearing Month," which is closely followed by Father's
Day - we've made it easier to help you, help us, spread the word about healthy
hearing practices!

We are proud to announce we now offer the ability to order hearing protection
for a variety of listening activities online! There are many options for all the
various hobbies and activities that you enjoy. Plus - these make a great
Father's Day gift!

Learn more at hesofbuffalo.org/hearing-protection
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AMHERST OFFICE
4600 Main Street, Amherst, NY 14226
WILLIAMSVILLE OFFICE
2733 Wehrle Drive, Williamsville NY 14221
ORCHARD PARK OFFICE
4063 N. Buffalo Road, Orchard Park, NY 14127
TONAWANDA OFFICE
2545 Sheridan Drive, Tonawanda, NY 14150

716-833-4488

If you are receiving this newsletter in a duplicate, or if you no longer wish to receive our newsletter, please send an email to korsene@hesofbuffalo.org.

This Father's Day
Give the gift of healthy hearing!

Phonak Serenity Choice™

High-end hearing protection from
hearing care specialists!
Order online today - HESofBuffalo.org/hearing-protection
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